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How?
Successful





Dreams change 



USP



MVP



FEEDBACK



Energizer



Entrepreneurship
“Businesspeople run their business for the primary 
purpose of making profits. 
Entrepreneurs intend to make profits but with a 
purpose of making a difference. They want to change 
the world by addressing a problem.“



What annoys you 
the most about

entrepreneurship?





- A new idea, method, or device
- The introduction of something new.



- a new idea, method, or device
- The introduction of something new.

C R E AT I V I T Y





Creativity is 
Intelligence Having Fun.

- Albert Einstein





When are you creative? 



My theory



4 tools to be innovative



We practice
what we preach



1.Get out of your comfort zone

- You will be INSPIred
- If we keep doing things the same way..
- What and who causes change?





Let’s get out of our 
comfort zone



2. Think outside the box



Agree on 1 box
With your neighbour



3. Dare to do - Dare to fail 



It’s all about mindset
or failure



Share one failure
With your neighbour 



4. Be realistic
- Know your own limitations and focus on 

what you are good at
- Go Local before you go Global
- Get help
- Teamwork makes the dream work.



Share a limitation
With your neighbour 



Questions?



4 tools to be innovative
1. Get out of your comfort zone
2. Think outside the box
3. Dare to do - dare to fail
4. Be realistic







Humans are resistant, comfortable and ignorant!

1876: “The Americans have need of the telephone, but we do not. We have 
plenty of messenger boys.”
— Sir William Preece, chief engineer, British Post Office.

2007: “There’s no chance that the iPhone is going to get any significant 
market share.”
— Steve Ballmer, Microsoft CEO.

1977: “There is no reason for any individual to have a computer in his 
home.” — Ken Olsen, founder of Digital Equipment Corp.





No feedback 
No Succes



Let’s get practical









If it annoys you..



GIYF





Teamwork
Leave no one behind - consider a talking stick





“My friends say my plantain 
chips are the best”





Choose a box from earlier
In groups



Have fun with it
Get feedback!
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